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C ounterfeits of the Type 20
ONFEDERATE NOTE

by BRENT HUGHES

Blanton Duncan was the paper money contractor
that Confederate Treasury Secretary Christopher
Memminger wished he had never met. Shrewd, ar-
rogant and overbearing on the one hand, Duncan
was efficient and perceptive on the other. To his
credit he turned out an enormous amount of cur-
rency and bonds under conditions that would have
defeated a lesser man. In the process he became a
bitter enemy of Memminger and tried his best to
destroy him.

Dr. Douglas Ball provided a detailed account of
Duncan's career in the September 1978 issue of
Bank Note Reporter from which I will provide a brief
summary.

D UNCAN came from a wealthy Kentucky family. With
his own money he raised a company of volunteers
and offered their services to the Confederacy. He and

his men fought in the first battle of Manassas, but Duncan had
ambitions beyond the battlefield. Never a shrinking violet, he
celebrated his own birthday on July 2, 1861 by sending a check
for $500 to Secretary Memminger "for the Southern cause!'

Memminger tended to be stingy and this gift impressed him
so much that he invited Duncan to drop by his office if he ever
came through Richmond. A month later Duncan showed up,
and in the ensuing conversation he found the Secretary was in
desperate need of paper on which currency could be printed.

It was typical of Duncan that he would volunteer to locate
the needed paper and he left to go searching. True to his
promise he delivered 350,000 sheets of good quality paper
from a Tennessee mill. Memminger was pleased and saw an
opportunity to introduce some competition for Hoyer &
Ludwig, who were charging $15 per thousand sheets to print
currency. Duncan accepted the invitation to set up a printing
plant in Richmond using printers from England and equip-
ment supplied by Memminger.

In a short time he began to print notes for $12 per thousand
sheets. This pleased Memminger, of course, but made Hoyer &
Ludwig most unhappy. Duncan was not an engraver or printer
so he had to learn quickly. Charles Ludwig wasn't about to loan
Duncan any of his huge stock of vignettes and other design
components so the new contractor had to start from scratch
with original designs.

They were considered ugly by most people who were hoping
for something better, but at least they helped solve a critical

shortage of paper money among Southern citizens. Dr. Ball
pointed out that Duncan had only about twenty employees,
yet he turned out thirteen million Confederate notes, 133,000
bonds and a large quantity of other paper items. Unfor-
tunately, the use of lithographic stones made it easy for coun-
terfeiters to copy Duncan's notes and their products soon
began to circulate.

All of the currency contractors had severe labor problems
caused by drunkenness, fist fights, arson and other bad be-
havior on the part of their employees. Duncan waded right in
and proved to be tougher than any of his men. He never hesi-
tated to have them thrown in jail to sober up, after which he
would let them know that they would be released only if they
went back to work.

Duncan resented civilian authority and made life miserable
for Memminger and his staff, especially after the printing
plants were moved to Columbia, SC in April 1862. When he
was told to move he put on his tailor-made Confederate Army
colonel's uniform, hurried to Columbia and confiscated the
best building and printing equipment he could find as a "mili-
tary necessity!' Thus began a steady stream of problems for
Memminger and Joseph Daniel Pope, the civilian in charge of
the Treasury-Note Bureau in Columbia. Duncan misdirected
shipments consigned to other printers, hid paper supplies in
his attic and in general kept things in turmoil.

It finally became too much for Memminger, who put
Duncan out of business by making it impossible for him to
turn a profit. Duncan went down fighting, creating a situation
which made Memminger miserable for weeks.

Some idea of Duncan's cunning can be gained from an ac-
count of his activities when Sherman's army approached
Columbia late in the war. Duncan had a beautiful home in
Columbia and correctly guessed that Sherman's troops might
want to burn it down. He became a member of the official dele-
gation that met Sherman's advance troops to surrender the city.
Taking one of the Union officers aside, Duncan offered his
home as Sherman's headquarters while he was in Columbia.
The offer was accepted and Duncan saved his home from
burning while dozens of other mansions went up in flames.

The subject of this article is the $20 note which Duncan
produced, now known as Criswell Type 20—"Industry seated be-
hind large '20"1 A detailed description of the genuine note will
be followed by all the counterfeits known to me, with details of
how they differ from the genuine note.

Duncan's engraver had problems doing portraits and his ren-
dering of boyish-looking Alexander H. Stephens, the Con-
federate Vice-President, was not a good one. Nevertheless,
Duncan turned out a total of 2,834,257 of these notes in Rich-
mond and Columbia which provided the Treasury Department
with a desperately-needed five and a half million dollars.
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THE GENUINE NOTE

Criswell Type 20—$20, September 2, 1861 issue. Female figure representing Industry seated behind large "20" and be-
tween Cupid and Beehive; A.H. Stephens at left. Female figure representing Hope leaning on an anchor at right. Printed
in "First Series", "2 Series" and "3 Series" with printer's name "B. Duncan, Richmond" or "B. Duncan, Columbia, S.C' in
lower right corner. The serial number is written in red ink and, like all Confederate notes except the 5011, is personally
signed, in this case by Treasury clerks W.F. Caldwell and F.C. Weisiger, in brown ink.

The portrait of Stephens is heavily shaded with a severe expression in the eyes and mouth which counterfeiters had
difficulty copying. A stone lithograph, the note is typical of those produced by that method of printing.

Type 20 Counterfeit Number One

This counterfeit is an excellent lithograph which is very deceptive. It was apparently printed in large quantities with the
words "FAC SIMILE CONFEDERATE NOTE" on the bottom margin, far enough from the border line to be easily
trimmed off. This disclaimer allowed a legitimate printer to turn out such notes without fear of arrest for counterfeiting.
The specimen I have was printed with a very light impression in which the lines for the serial number and signatures
are barely visible. There are no serial number or signatures present.

The easiest way to detect this counterfeit is to lay it on top of a genuine note; this quickly shows that the counterfeit
is 5/16" shorter. The only reason for this difference that I can think of is that the paper available may have been too
narrow to make it full size.

The face of Industry is different, with an obvious part in her hair. The thumb on her left hand is too thin and the
flower near her left foot is different in shape. Shading behind Cupid's caduceus is missing and Cupid's face is not round
as it is on the genuine. There are fewer staves in the barrel near the anchor in the Hope vignette than there are on the
genuine.

There is no indication of who printed this note but it must have been produced and sold in the same manner that
Sam Upham marketed his copies. It is found with printed signatures with the serial number space left blank. It may have
been sold with printed serial numbers also, as many counterfeits were. For that reason one should never make a flat
statement that such a note is never found without certain elements.
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Counterfeiters print shops were often raided and all such notes found in the shop burned immediately. There may
have been printers with a legitimate print shop out front and a counterfeiting setup located in the basement or in an-
other building concealed from public view.

Another situation to avoid is the belief that all counterfeits have been found and that no new discoveries will be
made. Many such notes were concealed inside walls of old buildings and every redevelopment project uncovers new
items. For that reason collectors should contact the companies in their area that demolish old buildings and offer to
buy anything in the currency line that might show up. I have found that this is more fruitful than wandering around
aimlessly with a metal locator looking for buried treasure. Needless to say, readers of PAPER MONEY would be in-
terested in any currency that you might turn up in this manner.

Type 20 Counterfeit Number One-A

This is the same counterfeit as the previous one except that the signatures of W. Hancock and A.W. Gray are printed.
Someone filled in the serial number 90033 in red ink to make it appear genuine. It was passed into circulation but was
quickly detected and mutilated with a heavy "X" made with pen and brown ink, a common method of denoting counter-
feits when a rubber stamp was not available. The note is "FIRST SERIES," plate number 6.

Since the genuine note with serial number 90033 was signed by clerks J.M. Kinney and E.C. Goddin, we know im-
mediately that this note is spurious.

This note was listed by Philip Chase as his C1-133 in the counterfeits section of his book Confederate Treasury Notes.
I have numerous specimens of this counterfeit, all with the same printed signatures and written serial numbers.

One was printed on paper watermarked "J. Whatman," a famous English paper mill. The paper could have been stolen
or it could have been bought at auction in a Northern port where cargo seized from Southern ships was sold by Union
officials.

Type 20 Counterfeit Number Two

This is another very deceptive counterfeit shown in Philip Chase's book as his C2-133. It is the same size as the genuine
note but has a classic error in that Stephens' shirt front extends too high on the right side. Otherwise the portrait is an
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excellent copy. The top of the shading over Stephens' head is flattened rather than curved. Hope's eyes appear to be almost
crossed.

This specimen has forged signatures of D.C. Snyder and J.W. Jones in brown ink and serial number 74835 written
in red ink. The Thian Register shows the genuine note with this serial number was signed by Treasury clerks G.N. Warren
and H.C. Shook, so we know instantly that the note is not genuine.

I have another specimen with serial number 16474 with the same forged signatures of Snyder and Jones. Since the
public had no knowledge of the correct serial number/signatures combinations, this was not a problem for counter-
feiters who often chose serial numbers at random.

Type 20 Counterfeit Number Three

This counterfeit has excellent lettering but is easily detected by a major flaw in the portrait of Stephens. On the genuine
note there is a defininte cowlick over Stephen's right eye, which most counterfeiters copied. On this note there is no cow-
lick at all. The forehead is almost devoid of shading. In fact the entire face is too white.

This note is a lithograph on good paper. It has printed signatures of W.B. Walston and T.W. Bell, Treasury clerks who
signed thousands of notes. The serial number 26138 is written in red ink. The note has two black-ink "COUNTERFEIT'
stamps on the face and two off-set stamps on the back. This indicates that the clerk who did the stamping was marking
a large quantity of notes and was stacking them faster than the ink could dry. This happened when a large quantity of
counterfeits was seized before being circulated, but in this case the note saw some circulation before being detected. This
counterfeit is listed by Chase as his C4-133.

Type 20 Counterfeit Number Four

I do not have a specimen of this counterfeit in my collection. Philip Chase lists it in his book where he describes it as
follows:

It is a lithograph like the genuine, with "FIRST SERIES" and plate number 2. The printer's legend at lower
right says "B. Duncan, Columbia, S. C' instead of "B. Duncan, Richmond," which appears on most counterfeits.

An unusual feature of this note is that it is 1/8" longer than the genuine note, whereas most counterfeits are shorter.
Chase lists this note as his C3-133 and does not tell us if the signatures are written or printed, nor does he mention the
serial number. He says that the shading is lighter all over the note, particularly so in the background behind the portrait
of Stephens. The ornamentation in the corners around the portrait is different from the genuine. Cupid's mouth is also
different and other elements in the vignettes are simplified.

From the specimens that I have examined or have records of, I would guess that the counterfeits with the
"Columbia, S.C' legend are much scarcer than the "Richmond" varieties. If anyone has this counterfeit I invite him to
write me at 781 Seay Road, Inman, S.C. 29349 enclosing a photocopy. Such photocopies will enable me to complete my
listing. Suitable acknowledgement will be made in PAPER MONEY in a future update.



This photograph of Alexander Hamilton Stephens was made in 1867 when he
was fifty-five years old. Stephens was a mental giant but a physical weakling.
Sickly all his life, he weighed less than 100 pounds and suffered from angina,
bladder stones, migraine headaches, pneumonia, arthritis, sciatica and colitis.
In his journal he described himself as "a malformed, ill-shaped, half finished
thing." In spite of his delicate condition he lived to the ripe old age of seventy-
one, quite an accomplishment in those days.
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Even expert engraver Charles	 Portrait of Stephens by Blanton
Keatinge of Keatinge & Ball could	 Duncan's engraver.
not do much in the way of a portrait
of Stephens. All of the engravers
tried to make him look more mature
even though Stephens himself said
that he had always looked "boyish."

Portrait of Stephens by Blanton Duncan's engraver.

Even expert engraver Charles Keatinge of Keatinge & Ball could not do much
in the way of a portrait of Stephens. All of the engravers tried to make him look
more mature even though Stephens himself said that he had always looked
"boyish." (Continued on page 198)
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This note is perhaps the most unusual discovery of the Iowa series in the past ten years. Picked up as a Penn-
sylvania note by an eastern collector, it did find its way back to its real home state of Iowa. It carries a date of
July 1, 1862. If the date is an issue date remains to be discovered, but the signatures are not original. We can
be quite certain that other issues of this bank were printed, including a $1 & $5.

Pittsburgh was located on the Des Moines River in Van Buren County. There were two general stores, a bank,
a flour mill and a population of 200 in 1865.

Help needed with this maverick.

???	 -? 1 1/2" green cardboard. Printed at top edge "Thompson, Whitman & Co!' Printed under the
name, No. 	  Printed through the middle of the disk, "Good for 10 Cents in Iowa or
Treasury Notes!' Then a line to sign on.

Using the term Treasury notes must refer to U.S. notes, so it may have been issued as late as 1865. Maybe
someone can help to give this piece or "Good For" a home town.

COUNTERFEITS (Continued from page 183)
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